
Just a decade ago pop-up blinds
would have been considered a
hard sell outside the turkey-

obsessed set. Talking mainstream
bowhunters into the notion of
depending on ground blinds to suc-
cessfully bowhunt whitetail deer,
western mule deer or elk took more
time. Keith Beam and Brooks
Johnson, the original owners of
Double Bull Archery and early pop-
up blind pioneers, deserve much of
the credit here. They worked hard
assembling entertaining videos to
deliver the ground-blind message;
namely, that no matter your quarry a
pop-up could provide a useful tool in
the big game arena.

Today it’s extremely rare to sit in
an old-fashioned pit blind while
enjoying a guided pronghorn adven-
ture, as the pop-up blind is pretty
much the standard mode of opera-
tion across the land. Hours of video
footage shows trophy whitetail being
taken by bowhunters, so much so it
hardly seems novel today. Pop-ups
have also been the undoing of many
trophy mule deer, elk and even bait-
ed black bears (for those who truly
thrive on adrenaline).

This is easy enough to explain.
Many bowhunters aren’t exactly
comfortable occupying elevated
positions, while others, like my wife,
are downright terrified of heights.
My wife gets vertigo climbing into a
12 foot ladder stand. Too, demo-
graphically, bowhunters are getting
older. Creaking joints, a deteriorat-
ing sense of balance and poor circu-
lation that turns cold rituals into
agility-numbing torture all spell
potential disaster for aging
bowhunters clambering in and out

of elevated stands. Finally, so much
trophy ground has remained out of
reach to the bowhunter due to a lack
of a perfect stand tree, or in places
like Western Kansas or Colorado’s
Eastern Plains, where there are often
no trees at all. Scrubby swamp and
farm-field edges, wide-open CRP
pasture and brush-choked river bot-
toms can be literally alive with deer
but without trees big enough to safe-
ly accommodate a standard-issue
treestand.

The pop-up has now made big-
game species such as our backyard
whitetail available to bowhunters
like my wife, who needs to remain on
solid ground to feel comfortable. The
aging bowhunter can remain effec-
tively in the game, without worrying
family and friends with potentially

life-threatening falls from elevated
stands. The pop-up also adds a new
dimension to the bowhunter’s bag of
tricks, smart treestand placement
combined with carefully-chosen
pop-up blind sites rendering more
whitetail deer safely within reach
today. Let’s not forget either, pop-ups
make it easy to share a hunt with a
friend or loved one, especially with a
youngster who might have a difficult
time sitting still for long hours. One
friend regularly takes his daughters
along on whitetail hunts, a school
pack filled with coloring books and
toys keeping them occupied until
deer arrive.

It has gotten to the point where
many bowhunters, treestand confi-
dent and fit as a fiddle, have switched
to nearly exclusive pop-up use due to
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simple convenience. It’s certainly
more comfortable sitting out a thun-
der shower, snow storm or brutally-
cold morning inside a wind-cutting
blind.

As a retailer the best part of this
pop-up rage is there really is no sell-
ing involved. The promotion, due to
people like Brooks and Keith, has
already been accomplished.
Bowhunters want pop-ups. They’ll
walk through your doors looking for
them. The only real trick is under-
standing the advantages of various
brand designs, and balancing those
features with what bowhunters are
willing to pay and what animals and
seasons they are most likely to
employ them for and during. For
some bowhunters nothing but the
best will do, money is no object if

they believe a blind model will give
them a competitive edge. Still others,
understandably on a tighter budget,
want the most bang that limited
funds can provide.

Features such as non-glare,
weather resistant and UV resistant
cotton-poly material blends natural-
ly cost more than thinner, cheaper
nylon models that can flap in the
wind, shine in direct sunlight and
fade after prolonged exposure to
sun. Three-dimensional, leafy blind
surfaces have become ever more
popular, allowing blinds to better
blend into forest and open areas
alike without the need for “brush-
ing,” but also come with a higher
price tag. Hub-style, fiberglass-pole
models set up easier, are more stable
and allow more interior room than

flat-sided, spring-steel-backed mod-
els, but also cost much more.
Instantly- and silently- deployable
window models may be important to
bowhunters set up in a place where
game could approach from any
direction, less important at a site
where game movement is more pre-
dictable, such as at bait, where a
cheaper, and noisier, zippered-win-
dow model will suffice.

Another huge development is
shoot-through window screens,
eliminating those gaping black holes
that sometimes spook wary deer.
These are not for everyone, especial-
ly those shooting aggressive
mechanical broadheads most often
used for turkey. Of great importance
to many whitetail hunters, scent-
containment ground skirts, interior
coatings and special venting can
help keep human scent away from
the delicate noses of deer, but this
technology, it goes without saying,
adds to the final price. In still other
instances, like when bowhunting
pronghorn over water during blazing
early seasons, all the air flow possible
is highly welcomed.

There are trade-offs to each
design, of course. Increased scent
containment sometimes means giv-
ing up 360-degree visibility; while
conversely, a high degree of visibility
often spells less scent-management
capabilities. Too, a scent-control
blind model can prove an utter sweat
lodge during a hot early-season
bowhunt, but be highly welcomed as
temperatures drop, cutting wind and
containing heat for a more comfort-
able late-season sit. The point is few
pop-up blinds are ideal for every
bowhunting application.

To help sift through some of the
confusion ArrowTrade pored over
the myriad portable ground-blind
models offered today, talked with
their manufacturers and distilled
models into various categories to
help dealers better understand their
options.

Scent-Containment Models
Blinds specifically designed to

manage human scent make up a
rapidly expanding segment of pop-
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up blind technology, understandable
since more bowhunters pursue
whitetail than any other big-game
animal. Such models also happen to
be most comfortable during the cold-
est weather, or at least relative to sit-
ting in an exposed treestand. They
contain scent by adding ground skirts
(buried or covered with loose soil to
prevent scent escape), sometimes
zip-in containment floors and imper-
vious wall coatings. 

Gorilla Gear’s (800-241-4833;
www.gorillablinds.com) Undercover
Smart Air Blind provides the perfect
illustration of such designs. Key
among this feature-packed blind’s
scent-management system is an 8
inch ground skirt around all edges
and zip-in removable floor for scent
containment, and 360 degree viewing
without opening a window (which
can release scent) via four Spy
Windows; domed, clear-plastic disks
that allow you see out, but prevent
game from seeing in. It also includes
adjustable Shadow-Blocker window
panels to block out backlighting and
an outline-shattering 3-D LeafCover
to help the blind disappear. Windows
include zipper primary closures, but
also silent hooks and loops that allow

customers to change shooting ports
without alarming game once win-
dows are zippered open. A 600-denier
polyester wall fabric (900-denier in
floor) makes this blind reasonably
quiet, but also long lasting. It also
includes gear storage cargo net and
pocket, backpack carrying bag and all
necessary stakes and tie-down ropes. 

The 64x64x72(h) inch
Undercover Smart Air weighs 24
pounds and is offered in Mossy Oak
Break-Up or Treestand camouflage
patterns. I was able to test drive a
Smart Air Blind during the past spring
turkey season and found it easy to set
up and highly accommodating to a
wide variety of shots, even with my
unwieldy recurve bow.

The Undercover Pro 360 RS Blind
is essentially a more compact version
of the Smart Air model, including fea-
tures such as an 8 inch ground skirt, 3-
D LeafCover exterior and 360-degree
viewing. The major difference is the
absence of a zip-in floor, cargo net
and gear pocket. The 54x54x60(h)
inch dimensions might not be the
best for shooters with the longest
bows, but it offers plenty of room for
the average compound. The weight is
20 pounds. 

Ameristep’s (810-686-4035;
www.ameristep.com) Bone Collector
Blind is also designed to keep cold
outside and human odors inside. Key
to this feature is a laminated NS3 (no-
scent, no shine, no sound) carbon-
enhanced material, Shadow Guard
Carbon Enhanced interior and
generous 8 inch base skirts allowing

When it comes to hunting whitetail under demanding conditions,
it’s tough to beat Gorilla’s Undercover Smart Air Blind with Smart
Air Technology. It is named for features that work to contain scent
during cooler whitetail seasons.

PHOTO RIGHT: In most big-game bowhunting situations it pays to
brush a blind over with natural materials to help it blend and set
animals at ease. Brush loops found on the sides, like those on this
Gorilla Smart Air Blind, make this important step easy.
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The new Crossbones Blinds from
Ameristep was specifically designed for
the crossbow hunter, including a multi-
position window rest to steady a horizon-
tal bow and a separate crossbow holder.
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customers to bury edges to seal scent
in. It includes a heat-release roof vent
system and handy vertical window
technology for unobstructed shots
close or far. These windows carry
shoot-through screens (secured with
Velcro and replaceable) for further
scent control and to eliminate deer-
spooking black holes. This Realtree
AP HD-cloaked blind weighs 20
pounds, includes Spider Hub
Technology for long life and
75x75x69(h) inch dimensions. 

While testing a Bone Collector
Blind this past fall I leveled a site
beside a saddle-cutting trail, backfill-
ing over the ground skirts and
brushed the blind lightly with avail-
able materials. It was quite common
to have whitetail deer pass within 5
yards, even downwind, without
spooking, testament of its scent-con-
tainment qualities.

For the crossbow hunter, the new
Crossbones Blind includes the same
scent-containment features of the
Bone Collector, but with smaller
71x71x62(h) inch dimensions. It also
comes with a crossbow holder and
windows designed specifically to
accommodate horizontal bows.  

Completely new for 2010, Primos

Double Bull
Blinds (800-523-
2395; www.pri-
mos.com) intro-
duces The
Crusher. It fea-
tures a com-
pletely new
approach to
g r o u n d - b l i n d
fabric technolo-
gy with three-
ply, sonic-weld-
ed construction.
The first layer of
fabric includes a
cotton and poly
blend that is
crushed and
then sonic weld-
ed to a PVC layer,
a black poly fab-
ric back added to
this sandwich.
The result is a blind with no shine.
The PVC layer makes the blind
extremely weather resistant and scent
tight, the black poly backing layer
eliminating customers’ profiles inside
the blind. A new Double Bull magne-
sium hub design produces a high-
tension, rock-solid framework but

requires 50 percent
less pull force to

open, allowing seven-second set-up.
These hubs are also over-molded
with rubber to eliminate hand and
finger pinch. The Crusher comes with
the new Double Bull Frame Pak, a
hassle-free design allowing packing
and unpacking of the blind in sec-
onds, converting into a high-back
ground chair or ground blind shelf.       

The Crusher’s exclusive Ground
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The Crusher is the newest blind sensation from Double
Bull/Primos, featuring a new fabric technology including a
three-layer, sonic-welded process that bonds a black inner
layer to the outer Ground Swat Camouflage to make it weather
resistant and better able to contain scent.

The Double Bull/Primos Dark
Horse includes 180-degrees of
Silent Slides windows that
adjust vertically from one to
20 inches, covered with shoot-
through netting. The back half includes four shooting ports.

Ground blinds can be used effectively while
bowhunting whitetail, as this trail-camera
photo clearly illustrates does feeding within
10 yards of an Ameristep Bone Collector blind. Set up well ahead of
season, or set up and brushed well to blend into the terrain, white-
tail will wander within range of pop-ups. Special vents on the roof
of Ameristep’s Bone Collector blind allow customers to keep the air
inside their pop-up fresh, even while hunting in cold weather and
sealed tight to help contain human scent.
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Swat Camo Pattern is designed and
scaled specifically for use on ground
blinds and covers the 76x76x72(h)
inch, 24 pound pop-up. It includes
360-degree viewing, shooting made
easy via front Silent Slide Window
Adjustment System along two walls,
plus four 8x17 inch “Just-In-Case”
ports in the rear; all with shoot-
through screens. Five inch ground
skirts form a tight base seal for scent
containment, while patented
adjustable framework (rotating/lock-
ing hubs) eliminates wind flap. 

The Dark Horse also includes
Double Bull’s Silent Slide window sys-
tem along 180 degrees of its walls,
adjusting from 1 to 20 inches wide
vertically, and including shoot-
through screens that can be added or
removed. The opposite half of the
Dark Horse has a black interior to
eliminate silhouetting and maximize
concealment, plus four shooting
ports and two viewing windows to
provide 360-degree shooting and
viewing without compromising con-
cealment. Double Bull’s Adjustable
framework and no-shine, quiet cot-
ton/poly material are also part of the
appeal. The Dark Horse is also offered
in a “Recurve” model, offering
78x78x74(h) inch dimensions, as
opposed to a standard 67 inch height.
This feature only adds a pound to the
standard model’s 20 pound mass.

The Evolution XP-1 from Rhino
Ground Blinds (888-689-6099;
www.rhinoblinds.com) was designed
to provide years of dependable and
quick setup use. Rhino promises 10-
second erection using a proven five-
hub design. It’s constructed of 600-
denier polyester treated at the factory
with an effective UV blocker to elimi-
nate game-alerting blue-white glow
visible to animals. All stress points are
reinforced with “ballistic” material to
reduce failures. It includes a fully-
adjustable 180-degree window in
front and multiple windows in the
rear – all with replaceable shoot-
through netting – to assure 360-
degree viewing when needed. The
XP-1 also features magnetic, silent-
window adjustment. A generous
ground skirt seals in scent. The
Predator Evolution camouflage blind
weighs about 20 pounds and includes
a 5x5 foot floor space, 80 inch shoot-
ing width and 69 inch center height.

Ambush Hunting Products (309-
676-7930; www.ambush.candsglob-
al.us.com) has a huge variety of

ground-blind options, the best “scent
containment” options represented by
Hunter’s Den 180 and 360, and
Booner Buster five-hub models. All
include a 600-denier “Twill Peach”
polyester material that is soft to the
touch and super quiet. All include
black PVC interior coatings to help
customers melt into the blind core,
but also to better manage scent, and
generous ground skirts. All weigh
only 16 pounds, feathery for a blind in
this class, all sharing the same quality
steel hub system and Ambush’s
Sniper Camo exteriors. 

Of these the Hunters Den 360 is
the most economical, including a 5x5
foot floor area and 5 foot 7 inch
height. It includes all around, move-
able mesh window screens with mag-
netic closures and 360-degree view-
ing. A roof vent flap, brush-in strips,
reflective blaze orange safety markers
on four sides, reinforced corner
stitching, backpack carrying case
with pockets and all required ground
stakes and tie-down cords complete
the package. The Hunters Den 180

The Booner Buster is one of Ambush
Hunting Products’ best pop-up blind mod-
els, including 600-denier “twill peach”
material, roof vents and vertical windows
in each corner.
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differs only in that it’s offered in a
choice of lighter 300-denier, or heav-
ier 600-denier fabric, includes two
walls with shoot-through-screened
windows, some moveable mesh, and
includes 180-degree view. This design
allows better scent control by turning
the blank side to the wind. The
Booner Buster is the company’s flag-
ship model, including all the features
found on the aforementioned blinds,
but also vertical windows covered in
shoot-through mesh on each corner
for unrestricted shooting opportuni-
ty.            

All-Season Models
Some blinds are versatile enough

to serve equally well as cold- or
warm-weather cover. While they
might not prove “ideal” in extreme
situations set at the far corners of the

spectrum, they get the job done in
most situations. For instance,
Summit Treestand’s (256-353-0634;
www.summitstands.com) Run-N-
Gun models can be vented or closed
up according to temperature or
scent-containment desires. They
offer a unique and quick-deploying,
high-tension framework, likened to
an inside-out, upside-down umbrel-
la, which allows 10-second setup and
5-second takedown. It also makes
them more dependable under the
weight of, say, accumulated snow.
Large, removable shoot-through
mesh windows and silent-slide
adjustable window flaps allow adjust-
ing for increased air flow, or more
scent containment and cold-weather
protection. The Run-N-Gun Deluxe
(28 pounds) also includes a vented
roof to release excess heat during

early seasons, while the Standard (23
pounds) is constructed from a lighter
300-denier material (compared to
600-denier in the Deluxe) that auto-
matically makes it a cooler choice
when it’s warm. 

Both include brush loops, tie-
down straps and 6x6 foot footprint
with 69 inch center-ceiling height.
The Deluxe also includes weather-
proof, water-resistant and UV-pro-
tected material in FLX digital camo
with matte black interior lining. The
Standard is covered in Next G1 Camo,
with the same interior black lining.    

Gorilla’s Undercover LX5 includes
mid-weight, “whisper quiet,” 300-
denier material, ShadowBlocker-
lined interior to keep sunlight and
weather out, shoot-through mesh
windows and two built-in camera
ports. The interior temperature is

Summit Treestands’ Run-N-Gun series of ground blinds
include an inverted “umbrella” frame design that allows 10
second setup and five second takedown. This design also helps
make it impervious to weather, wind and snow. In the photo at
upper right, Keith Jones of Summit demonstrates how you pop
these blinds open by bracing your feet against the top hub and
pulling a cord. To collapse them, turn them on their side and
give the hub a sharp kick, as show below right.

The versatile window
system found on all
Summit Treestands’
Run-N-Gun ground
blinds makes it easy to
get off an unobstructed
shot. They are offered in
a 28-pound Deluxe, 23-
pound Standard and
19-pound Lite.
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managed by adjusting its 11 windows
situated around its circumference, or
they can be sealed to hold more scent
in. The 64x64x72(h) inch blind weighs
20 pounds and is covered in Mossy
Oak Break-Up camouflage.    

Barronett Blinds, (800-345-6007;
www.BarronettBlinds.com) a sister
company to River’s Edge Treestands,
also makes a variety of catch-all, hub-
style blind models suited to nearly
any season. The Snake Eyes Series, for
instance, includes a zippered roof
and highly-adjustable and unique
window design that allows increased
air circulation during hot early sea-
sons. They can be closed when it
turns cooler and scent containment
is more important. Snake Eyes’ six-
panel window design allows opening
a variety of panels to create a hori-
zontal slit, center port, small corner
viewing window or wide-open con-
figuration. Windows also include
shoot-through mesh. The interior is
covered in Shadow Stopper technolo-
gy to dim the interior and block out
light that could give a bowhunter
away, and the entire bottom edge is
equipped with a scent- and light-con-
tainment skirt. It also includes brush
loops to add more terrain-blending
material. Customers can choose
between 70x70x80(h) inch or
59x59x75(h) inch versions, weighing
17 and 14 pounds, respectively, and
Backland Adrenaline woodlands (the

perfect whitetail option) or West
“grasslands” (for pronghorn or elk)
camouflage options.

The Rut & Strut, from Rhino
Ground Blinds, is modeled after the
Evolution XP-1, including the same
weight and dimensions, and many of
the same great features mentioned
above. It is made lighter through a
unique window system using hook-
and-loop attachments instead of
magnets, and has no ground skirt, to
save 2 pounds. It retains ballistic

material reinforced stress points and
shoot-through netting windows. It’s
covered in classic Advantage Timber
camo.         

ASAT Camouflage (406-563-9336;
www.asatcamo.com) offers a super
all-season blind in its wildly-effective
pattern. The Reaper Blind utilizes a
cutting-edge hub system that allows
the unit to be set up or taken down in
less than 30 seconds. Shoot-through
windows allow shooting in any direc-
tion without the hassle of opening a
window when game is approaching.
It includes a 58x58 inch footprint and
generous 66 inch height and weighs
only 16 pounds. The water-resistant
fabric keeps you out of the wind and
rain. Brush loops, tie-down ropes and
stakes are also included.    

Hot Weather Options
Spring turkey hunting can come

with warm weather, and anyone who
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The new Choice
Hybrid Blind
includes two walls
of open cargo-net-
ting material cov-
ered in ghillie-style
hanks of material
for an outline-shat-
tering 3-D effect, the
opposing two walls
constructed of flat
camo material.

Internal gear shelves
found on most
Ameristep ground
blinds make it easy to
keep gear organized
and within easy reach.
Here author Patrick
Meitin keeps his turkey
box call within easy
grasp while bowhunting
during the spring.

ASAT’s Reaper blind includes shoot-through mesh windows and the distinctive geomet-
ric pattern that blends with a variety of backgrounds.
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has spent a day under a pounding
August sun anticipating the arrival of
pronghorn at water knows how
quickly a pop-up blind can turn into a
sweat lodge. Something designed to
allow a cooling breeze through is
highly welcomed in these scenarios,
as well as any early-season hunt dates
when temperatures soar.

Ameristep’s Choice Hybrid Blind
is an improvement over last year’s
model by the same name. Last year’s
model included 360 degrees of 3-D,
“ghillie” material secured to wide-
gap “cargo netting” to allow free air
flow. The new Hybrid includes that
airy 3-D netting construction on two
walls, solid 2-D walls on the other
half. The 3-D walls allow unrestrict-
ed wind flow to keep customers cool
during the warmest weather, the
solid-material walls can be turned to
the wind to cut down on dispersed
scent, though those walls do include
3-D material windows for 360-
degree visibility. It includes silent,
sliding window design with endless
adjustment variations, and a weath-
erproof internal rain fly. The 3-
D/Realtree AP HD blind weighs 25
pounds and has 74x74x76(h) inch
dimensions.

While on a recent August
Montana pronghorn bowhunt with
friends, when temperatures soared
into the upper 90s and not a breeze
stirred, my Choice blind became the
site we argued over each morning.
Not that the site was seeing the most
action or being visited by the biggest
bucks, but because it proved most
comfortable in the pounding heat.

The Ameristep Intimidator 2 and
Dominator 2 blinds also make great
warm-weather options, since the
360-degree wrap around, shoot-
through screens allowing cooling
breezes to circulate freely while also
keeping biting insects at bay. The only
difference between the two models is
the Dominator includes a taller 82
inch height (great for longbows or
recurves) and 27 pound mass,
opposed to the Intimidator’s
74x74x67(h) inch footprint and 22
pound weight. Noise-free split cur-
tain windows allow 360-degree
shooting and viewing and can be
adjusted up and down or completely

pulled down from the shooting
screens to expose their full span and
allow more air in.

The Realtree AP HD-camou-
flaged blind does include NS3 car-
bon-enhanced material and Carbon
Guard interior, with zip in/out floor,
so adjusting windows more tightly
and covering the included ground
skirts also makes this an all-season
blind option. Spider Hub deployment
makes setup and tear-down quick
and easy. (This stamped steel hub is
also stronger than the earlier cast

metal type.) Other features include
ceiling-mounted bow hook, interior
gear shelf and reflective orange safety
tabs. A backpack with dual-side
bungee weapons attachment is
included.

The Vision from Primos’ Ground
Max Hunting Blinds (800-523-2395;
www.primos.com) is a relatively eco-
nomical hub-style blind (MSRP $250)
perfect for warmer weather. It
includes a 600-denier, polyurethane-
backed polyester material and 360-
degree wrap-around windows to let

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
 GrizzlyStik
ABS Exclusive!

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby
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air flow through as needed, while also
allowing unlimited window and
shoot-through mesh placement. The
77x77x70(h) inch blind offers plenty
of room but weighs only 17 pounds.
Phantom Pro black lining provides a
shadow-free interior and windows
include silent clips and powerful
magnets for quick, stealthy deploy-
ment. It also includes Brush
Deception brush holders along the
roof line and it has two interior gear
pockets.

Ambush Hunting Product’s
Hunters Den makes a welcome addi-
tion to warm early seasons due to a
lighter 150-denier “Twill Peach” poly-
ester fabric (some of the quietest
blind material in the business), zip-
pered windows on all four sides that
can be adjusted to allow cooling air to
flow through and a triangular roof
vent. This is also a price-point model,
yet includes many of the features of
other Ambush models, including
dependable steel hubs, shoot-
through screens, brush-in strips,
ground skirt and reinforced corner
stitching. Its 5x5 foot base and 5 foot 7
inch height and proprietary Sniper
Camo exterior mirror other Ambush
designs. 

Light Weight & Portable
So many bowhunting situations

call for something ultra-lightweight
and highly portable. Running and

gunning spring turkeys
comes to mind, when a
blind that won’t slow you
down, that assembles and
takes down in seconds,
are more important than
fancy features and
durable construction.
These models can also
prove popular with west-
ern bowhunters, used to
trek into a distant water-
hole or elk wallow in thin,
high-altitude air.

What I have in mind
is something like Gorilla
Gear’s new Undercover
FX2 Blind. Most impor-
tantly to our discussion
here, it includes a 12-
pound payload con-
tained in an easy-carry
backpack carrying bag,
which is just about as
light as pop-ups get.
What a customer loses is
interior space, as although it has a 72
inch height and 62x76 inch base, its
sides peak into a tent-like structure,
meaning shooting ports are available
only on each vertical wall. Each slant
wall includes hub-style deployment,
opening interior space a tad to 55
inches, but this allows it to set up in
seconds. The whisper quiet 300-
denier fabric accounts for the lighter
weight, and the blind includes

ShadowBlocker lining to disguise
inside movement.

Gorilla’s AX5 five-hub blind isn’t
the lightest option at 14 pounds, but
is still markedly lighter than most
blinds of this class and dimension. At
54x54x60(h) inches, this might not be
the ideal blind for the longest bows,
but is plenty roomy for the average
compound today. It includes 300-
denier “whisper quiet” fabric con-
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Ambush Hunting Products’ Hunters Den is a price-point
blind well suited to warmer weather due to lighter 150-
denier material and airy shoot-through windows around
its entire circumference.

Gorilla Gear’s new Undercover FX 2 blind weighs only 12
pounds but provides plenty of room for the bowhunter on
the go. It includes whisper quiet fabric and ShadowBlocker
lined interior.

The entire line of Ground Max Blinds, from Primos Hunting Calls, is
made to provide a quality pop-up option for a reasonable amount of
money. They include super features such as brush loops, shoot-through
windows and silent, quick-release interior windows.
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struction, seven windows without
shoot-through screens, two camera
ports and a carrying bag that comes
standard with all Gorilla blinds.   

Ameristep’s new Mountaineer
Blind was designed for rugged appli-
cations found in the West, is designed
to be quickly packable and highly
portable, and is covered in Realtree
Max-1 HD camouflage to blend in
open environments. It includes verti-
cal window technology for unrestrict-
ed shooting, and replaceable shoot-
through screens to offer ultimate
concealment. The Spider Hub design
blind comes with Durashell Plus exte-
rior to be quiet, weatherproof and
wear resistant. The Shadow Guard
Carbon Enhanced black interior
helps eliminate shadows and contain
scent. Including generous
75x75x67(h) inch dimensions the
blind weighs only 18 pounds. The
Brickhouse Blind is much the same,
but covered in Realtree AP HD cam-
ouflage.

Primos Ground Max Hunting
Blinds are considered the company’s
budget models, the Escape the light-
est and most portable of the lot at
60x60x61(h) inches and weighing
only 12 pounds. This makes a perfect
combination for today’s shortest
compound bows, but might prove a
tad tight for traditional bows or
longer “finger” compounds. It is
made from 600-denier polyurethane-
backed polyester and includes the
Phantom Pro black interior liner and
has a Matrix camo pattern. Shooting
ports are an open window design
without shoot-through mesh, and a
bottom concealment skirt is includ-
ed. Brush Deception Brush Holders
line the roof, making it easy to add
pieces of vegetation to help it blend.
The windows include silent, quick
release features, plus there are two
interior gear pockets keeping calls
and binoculars within easy grasp.
Hub-style deployment makes setup a
snap. 

Summit’s extraordinary Run-N-
Gun series blinds also come in a Lite
model, built for hunters on the go and
weighing 19 pounds. It includes the
same inverted high-tension frame-
work of other models, but with a
more compact 5x5 foot footprint and

65 inch ceiling height that is more
than enough to accommodate aver-
age compound bows. It also includes
lighter 300-denier fabric. The large
15x48 inch fore-window features
shoot-through mesh and the side
window flaps adjust silently. It’s
offered in Next G1 Camo, with matte
black interior backing.              

Rhino Ground Blinds’ Cut & Run
just might be the lightest hub-style
pop-up in the business, at 6 pounds,
including 108x108 inch opened cir-
cumference and 54 inch roof height.
The blind sets up in seconds, includes
a silent hook window operation that
won’t spook game, and windows that
allow users multiple window configu-
rations. Customers can open win-
dows in any direction for assured
shooting opportunities. It’s covered
with Advantage Timber camo.  

Ambush Hunting Products’
Assassins Den is a feathery 8.5
pounds, but includes 5x6 foot 8 inch
of usable floor space and a 5 foot 4
inch roof height. The peaked-roof
design includes two walls deployed
with Ambush’s highly-reliable steel
hub system for more shooting room.
Since the entry door includes a zipper
reaching to the ground the blind is
wheelchair accessible. The four-
sided, Sniper Camo-cloaked blind
includes eight triangle windows, a
ground skirt for scent and light con-
tainment, brush strips and more. It
comes with a backpack carrying case
that has pockets and all anchoring
stakes and ropes.    

Budget-Priced Models
Price point is always a huge sell-

ing point. There are simply those who
purchase hunting equipment based
on price alone, and the lower the bet-
ter. These functional, no-frills blinds
often lack the convenient features of
more expensive models, but get the
job done in all but the most demand-
ing circumstances, such as open-
country whitetail. 

The Quick Strike is Gorilla’s econ-
omy answer, though it offers a sturdy,
quick-deployment option for serious
bowhunting. It utilizes fiberglass rods
instead of spring steel to be lighter,
and sets up and takes down in 15 sec-
onds. Take-down involves pushing
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the sides together like the pages of a
book, folding and twisting to create a
neat package. It also offers more
room than hub-style pop-ups —
74x74x62(h) inches, with a feathery
mass of 6 pounds. It includes “whis-
per quiet” fabric construction backed
by ShadowBlocker interior lining to
block out sunlight. The Mossy Oak
Break-Up blind includes a backpack
carrying bag and all tie-down stakes
and ropes.   

Ameristep’s budget priced
options are represented by nylon-
walled, spring-steel frame models
found in Doghouse and Penthouse
TSC blinds. Durashell technology
makes them relatively weather proof,
while a Shadow Guard Carbon
Enhanced interior helps keep cus-
tomers invisible and scent-free.
Windows include shoot-through
mesh. Nylon shells are where the
price reduction comes in and are
these models’ only drawbacks, since
the material can flap in wind and
shine in direct sunlight. The spring-
steel-framed models I’ve dealt with in
the past have also proven somewhat
confusing and difficult to deal with in
moments of impatience, like when
trying to tear down and reposition on
a reluctant gobbler. 

The Doghouse weighs only 14
pounds, a big selling point for those
who must carry their blind over rough
or vast country, but allows
60x60x66(h) inch dimensions suffi-
cient for today’s shorter compound
bows. The Penthouse is big enough to
conceal an ATV, measuring 78x78x90
inches and weighing 28 pounds. Both
include Edge ReLeaf 3-D fringe to
help them blend into their surround-
ings. 

Primos Ground Max Blinds were
designed to give customers a lot of
bang for their buck. A couple of these
models I’ve already addressed in

other categories,
The Eclipse and The
Escape Deluxe also
offered at MSRP
prices from $150 to

$200, impressive for a solid, hub-style
blind with plenty of bowhunting-
ready features. Construction and
materials mirrors those Ground Max
models already discussed, The
Eclipse weighing 14 pounds and
offering 77x77x70(h) inch dimen-
sions, The Escape Deluxe 77x77x75(h)
inch interior and weighing 17
pounds. Either could rightly be
included under the Light Weight &
Portable subhead. The Eclipse
includes 12 large-view windows and
one set of shoot-through screens, a
roof opening for venting in hot
weather, and full-circumference
ground skirt. The Escape Deluxe is
much the same, but with larger win-
dow openings and added headroom.    

Big Dog Treestands’ (309-263-
6800; www.BigDogTreestands.com)

This has become a common scene on the pronghorn prairies of the West, where the con-
venience of a pop-up blind has replaced the hard-earned pit blinds and sketchy brush
blinds bowhunters once employed for such forays.

The 3-Axis Pinion Ground Blind from Big Dog Treestands
makes an affordable, all-season choice for bowhunters who
pursue a variety of game. It weighs 21 pounds and includes
shoot-through mesh windows all around.

The Vision from Primos/Ground Max Blinds allows customers to
open the side windows wide to allow more air in during hot early-
season bowhunts, such as when waiting for watering pronghorn.
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Doug Smith labels the company’s
3-Axis Pinion Ground Blind an afford-
able hub-style option that works in
nearly any hunting situation. The 21-
pound, 60x60x64(h) inch blind can be
adjusted to hold scent in, or allow
cooling air to flow through. It
includes large zip-out windows cov-
ered with removable, Velcro-secured
shoot-through mesh that can be
placed or removed as a customer sees
fit. It includes brush strips on the
upper and lower portions of the
blind, sewn-in interior gear pockets, a
complete set of ground stakes and
securing ropes and a camo carrying
case.     

The Grounder Series from
Barronett Blinds comes in three size
options, the 150, 250 and 350. These
are reliable, quick-deploying models
that offer a lot of quality for under
$100. They offer many of the same
features of other Barronett blinds,
including new BloodTrail Camo with
Depth Deceit technology. The 150
includes 52x52x60(h) inch measure-
ments and weighs only 12 pounds
(making it well suited to the Light
Weight & Portable category); the 250
is 59x59x67(h) inches and weighs 14
pounds; while the 350 measures
70x70x80(h) inches – allowing
enough room to stand up while
shooting – with only a 17-pound pay-
load.

The Barronett Prowler is the com-
pany’s most affordable model, retail-
ing for about $70, but offering the
convenience of five-hub easy setup,
large windows on all sides with a sim-
ple elastic anchor system for quiet

operation, replaceable mesh win-
dows, Shadow Stopper black backing
and 56x56x64(h) inch interior dimen-
sions with 13-pound mass. It’s cov-
ered in a generic Fall Camo.          

Rhino Ground Blinds’ Rhino
Stalker is a lightweight, easily-
deployed model that won’t break the
budget. It includes many of the very
features of the deluxe Evolution XP-1
and Rut & Strut, but with a silent
hook-and-loop window system. The
300-denier polyester shell is water
resistant to protect from the elements
and cloaked in popular Advantage

Timber camouflage. It weighs 16
pounds, includes a 5x5 foot footprint
and 78 inch shooting width with a 66
inch roof peak.   

Ambush Hunting Products’ most
affordable blind models are found
within its series of spring-steel-
framed designs that allow nearly
instant setup in a light payload. They
include shoot-through windows with
magnetic closures, Sniper Camo exte-
rior, interior black PVC coating to
block light and contain scent, brush-
in strips and reflective hunter-orange
safety tabs. The 12.5-pound,
5x5x5.5(h) foot Wigwam is the com-
pany’s best seller, including four sides
with zippered windows. The 15-
pound, 6x8 foot Panoramic with 5
foot, 9 inch roof includes three sides
with zippered windows (one face
includes no windows) and enough
room to accom-
modate two to

Kaboss Hunting Blinds is the world’s first
bovine-shaped pop-up blind, including
5x5 feet of interior space with a 58 inch
ceiling height. The blind weighs only 15
pounds, but includes a convincing outline
of a black cow to be used in pastures
where cattle are common.

These are front, rear and side views of the GhostBlind Predator in use. The panels have a reflective layer
under a protective coating, and can be hosed off and dried with a soft cloth if they become muddy.

The Bale Blind provides a snug and con-
vincing hideout for hunters where game
animals are used to the big round bales.
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four people. At 20 pounds and
6x7x6.5(h) feet, the Outfitters Lodge
includes six sides with zippered win-
dows and enough room for the
longest finger or traditional bows.
Finally, the Archers Den was designed
to give customers more elbow room,
literally. While weighing only 20
pounds, this blind includes 7x7 foot
of floor space (enough to conceal an
ATV) and a 5.5 foot ceiling height.  

Specialty Models
Clever minds thrive in the

archery industry, seeking solutions to
reoccurring problems faced during
the most demanding bowhunts. This
ingenuity is included in at least three
unique ground-blind options as well.
One of these dilemmas is how to
approach wide-open pastures or agri-
cultural fields where blinds simply
can’t blend. Other models address the
issue of space, namely, giving archers
more elbow or standing room. 

Blind Ambition’s (888-317-7355;
www.blindambitionsbaleblinds.com)
novel Bale Blind, one of the most real-
istic round hay-bale blinds available
and made for bowhunting, allows
customers to effectively hunt right in
the middle of a hay or food-plot field.
The blind is roomy (74 inch diameter
with 73 inch roof) and easily accessi-
ble through its 34 inch door (making
it wheelchair compatible). The com-
pany calls it portable, but it does
include a 120-pound shipping weight
(and includes 2 hour initial set-up). In
short, this appears to be something to

be left through the season on private
land. Construction includes a long-
lasting steel frame, wire caging
including pre-cut window openings,
black-fabric interior and customized
natural camo coverings designed
from wheat-straw blankets and
burlap with “round-bale” camo ends.
It provides an effective windbreak
with insulating properties for colder
weather, and also allows customers to
hunt comfortably during wet weath-
er.

Perhaps even more unique is
Kaboss Hunting Blinds’ (reach them
at 814-229-6156 or 724-283-5860;
www.Kabosshuntingblinds.com)
bovine-shaped blind; just the ticket
for hunting ranch land or dairy farms
where cattle are common. The hub-
style, quick-deploy blind includes the
outline of a black cow, bottom wall
areas filled with grassland camou-
flage material. It features an interior
with 5x5-square foot floor space and
58 inch roof height, and weighs only

ALL CAMERAS come with USB cable and bungee cords
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15 pounds making it highly portable.
Its six shooting ports include magnet-
ic flaps for quiet opening, 360-degree
vision made possible through four
mesh-covered viewing ports. It
includes a zipper opening in the roof
for venting (or wing shooting) and the
material is a fire- and water-resistant,
no-shine cotton/poly blend.

While other blinds use camou-
flage cloth surfaces designed to mini-
mize shine and reflection, the unique
GhostBlind Predator (877-751-4868;
www.ghostblind.com) uses mirror-
coated panels that actively reflect its
surroundings.  The GhostBlind's mir-
ror surfaces are angled outward from
the middle to avoid obvious sunlight
reflection, at the same time creating
mirror images of brush, dried leaves
or food-plot growth surrounding the
blind.  Its folding panels are hinged
together into a package weighing 15.5
pounds, set up to create a curve
around hunters inside.  The blind is
supported by its own rigidity and pro-
vided tent stakes and cords. Hunters
sit inside this ring of mirrored camou-
flage, shooting a gun or bow easily
accommodated through the slots
between its sculptured tops. 

I haven’t used this product yet but
the photos and video clips on the
company’s website are almost spooky
in their effectiveness, making it diffi-
cult to spot anything but the hunter’s
hooded head, which seems to be
floating above the ground. The back
of the panels are camouflaged, pro-
viding some concealment from ani-

mals arriving from behind the panels.
Whitetail guru Larry Weishuhn is only
one of the well-known hunters to
have endorsed the product.

The GhostBlind Predator has a
suggested retail price of $299. You can
sell a protective carry bag for it at $60,
or a more elaborate carry bag that
accommodates the hunter’s own
backpack and folding chair for $98.

When Bigger’s Better
Summit’s new Run-N-Gun Mega

Blind is all about space. The huge 6x9
foot blind with 74 inch ceiling easily
allows something as absurd as dri-

ving an ATV right in. The large door
zips right to the ground to allow easy
wheelchair access, and the blind also
includes two camera ports for film-
ing or videoing the hunt. Despite its
size it sets up and takes down with
the same ease and speed of smaller
Run-N-Gun models, and weighs
only 24 pounds due to lighter 300-
denier material. It includes vented
roof, shoot-through adjustable side-
mesh window flaps, brush loops and
sturdy tie-down straps. This is a great
blind for the hunting couple who
may want to have their children
along on the adventure.

Barronett Blinds’ Big Mike includes a smaller footprint than the average pop-up blind,
but permits customers to shoot while standing. This allows it to fit into tighter spots
without compromising shooting opportunities.

The 24-pound Summit Run-N-Gun Mega Blind is one of the
biggest ground blinds in the business, at 6x9 feet. There is plenty
of head room, thanks to the 74 inch ceiling. It makes the perfect

blind for a family hunting outing with children. The zippered
entry door allows easy access by those in a wheelchair, or even
with an ATV.
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The new Big Mike from Barronett
Blinds is designed with many of the
same features as the company’s
Snake Eyes model, but built taller to

allow customers to stand while shoot-
ing. This is made possible through a
59x59x80(h) inch interior room, but
the blind still includes a light 16-
pound carrying weight. The smaller
profile allows it to be tucked into
tighter spaces while also allowing
unrestricted shooting with any bow.
Large windows on all sides allow for
multiple shooting configurations and
360-degree viewing. Shadow Stopper
darkening lining and ground skirt
help contain scent. It’s covered in

new, proprietary BloodTrail
Camouflage, a mixture of hardwood
and pine elements mixed with leaves
that creates a convincing 3-D effect.

The pop-up market has changed
considerably from the days of a single
Double Bull model and a handful of
nylon sided spring steel designs.
Today pop-up blind choices abound,
allowing you to sell blinds that
accommodate every likely hunting
condition and eventuality. 

TM

SOMETIMES
LESS IS MORELESS IS MORE
WITH THE HALO r400  LASER RANGE FINDER

r400 HALO

$129.99 MSRP $159.99 MSRP $199.99 MSRP

r500x r900x

Range More for Less!
BA PRODUCTS | 800.847.8269
www.wildgameinnovations.com

Wildgame™ set out to make the ultimate 

line of laser range finders from the inside 

out. Examining the inner most working 

parts allowed us to eliminate non-crucial 

elements to increase the efficiency of the 

unit.  All the while reducing the actual cost 

of each rangefinder.  A new breed of super 

efficient Wildgame™ rangefinders born in 

a compact size to benefit all hunters who 

want it all, but still believe that less is more.

7

w4.2in. x h3in. / 1.7in. deep

6X Power
weight 8oz.

Precision: +/- 1yd.
Water resistant.

o

The GhostBlind reflects its surroundings
so well it’s hard to tell where the blind
ends and nature starts. In the photo above
the crossbow hunter in the cornfield has
the advantage of showing just a narrow
view of head, barrel and scope.

The wheel-chair bound archery hunter
below is easy to spot from the side, but
from the front it would be hard to say
which are the real wildflowers and which
are the reflections.
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